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ELVIN & ZELDA SITTING WITH PRESIDENT ABRAHAM LINCOLN     JUNE 15 – 21, 2018 

What a fun beginning!  I arrived at the airport 
using the multiple passenger blue winged 
van called “Super Shuttle” a shared van ride 
service to LAX.  Talk about knowing where 
the short cuts were!  My driver flew through 
the jammed traffic and showed me a way to 
the airport I would not have considered.  
Imagine, driving down Century Boulevard!  
The street was bumper to bumper, yet the 
curb lanes were clear because folks were 
driving in the left lanes for Passenger 
Departure.  My winged van was heading to 
Passenger Arrivals.  I was dropped off at the 
Delta International Terminal to check in, and 
travel time was less than 12 minutes! 

Once it was decided I could carry my luggage 
onto the aircraft, I headed to the departure 
gate via TSA.  It was a breeze because I was 
TSA pre-checked.  There was plenty of time.   

Once the flight was called, it was announced 
that the flight was full and my boarding 
group would not be allowed a carry-on bag 
for the overhead bind.  So, I checked my bag. 

Turns out I had an aisle seat and my under-
the-seat bag would not fit!  So I hid the fact 
that my bag was not under the seat by 
putting my blanket over my knees.  
Eventually, I did fall asleep on the plane.  

Yikes!  About an hour into the flight the 
aircraft hit turbulence, and was moving back 
and forth sideways!  Surprisingly, the 
announcement of “everybody be seated and 
to be sure to buckle your seatbelt” was not 
needed because you could hear numerous 
“clicks” of seat belts fastening.  The flight 
crew quickly pushed the serving carts, up or 
down, clearing the aisle.  I was in the process 
of drinking when the second turbulence 
occurred.  No one said a word.  The sensing 
of noiseless prayers was apparent.  I watched 
the flight crew.  They worked quickly, 
moving the carts and verifying that 
passengers had their belts fastened.  They 
did not appear to be concerned which 
enhanced my feeling that “everything is all 
right.”  Then they disappeared, efficiently 
and calmly.  The rocking back and forth 
eventually stopped and we heard a tone and 
the service of drinks started again.  They 
were almost finished serving the passengers 
when it happened again.  Somehow I fell 
asleep and was awaken by the lights coming 
on in the cabin as the aircraft was prepared 
for landing.  

Outside, the Detroit Metro Airport was 
balmy and warm.  It felt so good, like being 
kissed by the gentle breeze. Whew! 

 

Elvin’s TVR 280i 
This TVR 280i was the car I was scheduled to drive to 
Gettysburg.  It had too many mechanical issues to drive. 

 

Maxcine’s 1980 MGB LE 

This is the car I drove to Gettysburg.  Janet, Elvin 
and I are leaving Elvin’s house for the second time 
that day. 

Beginning of the Trip 6/15 
by Zelda Davis 
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My brother, Elvin, took me to Walmart at 
7 a.m. in his TVR to practice driving around  
its empty parking lot.  He told me reverse is 
broken, but there are ways to avoid backing 
up.  So we went through the gears and he 
explained about the shifting progression of 
the TVR.  One thing I felt right away was how 
“close” the gear shift was closer yet harder to 
reach than my B.  I was having quite a time 
getting into first and third gears.  Just when I 
thought I had done it correctly and released 
the clutch, only to realize, naaaw.  After a 
few tries I had it figured out.  The car is fast 
compared to my MGB.   

Elvin felt I had the hang of shifting gears and 
I was feeling powerful.  We were waiting for 
Maxcine and Arthur (my sister and her 
husband) to arrive at 1 p.m. and then we 
were off to a Windsor-Detroit Car Show at 
the Eastern Michigan State Fairgrounds in 
Imlay City.  Elvin & Janet were in the lead; I 
was in the center; and, Maxcine & Arthur 
were behind me.  Wow!  It was wonderful 
driving such a powerful car!  As traffic would 
happen, we came upon several traffic lights 

and I had to stop while Elvin and Janet got 
through the intersection.   

 
Elvin waited for us.  I missed the light again. 
The danger: it was at the end of the freeway 
which converted into to the town’s main 
drag; cars were traveling fast.  I just could not 
get the car into first.  Without first gear, the 
car does not roll.  Arthur helped me get the 
car out of the driving lane.  I was so 

frustrated.  Arthur then drove the TVR and I 
rode with Maxcine.  Next thing we know, 
Arthur is missing!  We caught up with Elvin 
on the on-ramp, yet still no Arthur.  Finally, 
Elvin backtracked and found Arthur, and 
then Elvin drove the TVR to the Car show.   

The show was a nice gathering of cars and 
there was even a little race course.  After 
discussion, it was decided I would drive the 
MGB LE to the show, so I practiced driving 
the B on the course.    

 

 

 

What a thrill!  We were driving on the grass, 
then on a dirt road with no Cars on display!  
We kept driving around buildings; when we 
rounded a corner, we discovered we were in 
the right place when we saw MGs and other 
British cars.  We lined up our cars, in no 
particular order then proceeded to open 
bonnets and stow the hoods (soft tops).  The 
host of the show had special sausages for 
everyone’s lunch and no! I did not eat one.  
Then, there was the raffle.  Turns out the  
raffle prizes were large jars of pickles!  
Apparently, the area is known for its pickles!  
Vickie Bada, President of the Windsor-
Detroit MG Club, won a jar of pickles!   

 

At Elvin’s house we made plans for departure 
to Gettysburg in the morning.  We would 
meet a small group of the Windsor-Detroit 
Club members traveling to Gettysburg at the 
last truck stop before entering the Ohio 
Turnpike at Toleto around 10 a.m. 

1980 MGB LE – DIFFERENT STRIPPING 

Driving Maxcine’s MGB LE on the mini driving 
course set up by the Windsor Detroit MG Club. 

June 16  
Training Day 
 

Car Show June 16 Imlay City, MI 

Note the large bull in the 
background behind the British 
Cars.  It was hot, breezy, yet 
balmy. 
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CATCHING UP WITH THE MCGRAWS’ 
OHIO/PENNSYLVANIA 

Waking up Sunday morning at 6:30 a.m .I was 
filled with excitement.  I performed pre-drive 
checks for  Maxcine’s B.  Opps! The oil is black.  
Alerting Elvin, he did an oil change.  We were 
ready to go at 8:30 a.m. We had several false 
starts.  I left my wallet with credit cards, cash, 
ID and Maxcine’s car registration.  Then Elvin 
left his hat.  Finally we left the house at 11 a.m. 

 

We are almost at the end of the Ohio Turnpike 
when we met the McGraws.  The next exit will be 
onto the Pennsylvania Turnpike. All you can see is 
hillside and sporadic farms.

 

CASH OR EZ-PASS 
 

  

$13.25 
My cost to exit the Ohio Turnpike.  No speeding! You 
cannot exit “early” which indicates you were speeding. 

  

$7.45 
My cost to enter the Pennsylvania Turnpike 
 No speeding! 

  

$19.35 
My cost to exit  the Pennsylvania Turnpike, at the foot of 
the hill/mountain. 

 

EXCITEMENT ABOUNDS 

Keep on living.  There is more to see – or not 
see.  I waited in anticipation to “see” the tall 
hills that were supposed to be curvy, and fun 
to drive ; and, scary for passengers.  
However, the highway was flat and mildly 
hilly.  Then there was the tunnel.  Finally, a 
driving challenge.  There were several large 
signs that read, “Turn on Your Headlights in 
the Tunnel.”  Then another sign that read 
“Remove Your Sunglasses.”  That was when I 
saw the “black hole” in the middle of the 
road.  Cars were zooming into the tunnel and 
getting lost from my sight.  I quickly 
removed my sunglasses, flipped the switch 
for the headlights, sat tall in the seat and 
allowed myself to be swallowed up by the 
mouth of the tunnel.  

 

This tunnel went on for what felt like miles.  
Evenutally, we exited the tunnel and we 
were in Breezewood, Pennsylvania.  We 
stopped and had a bite to eat. 

I discovered that we were at the bottom of 
the mountain, and from that point on, there 
would be one lane roads traveling around 
and about the mountain/hill into Gettysburg.   

Pearl McGraw was not convinced that the 
Bimini Top was cooler, so she asked to ride 
with me.  She was excellent company!  

Before I knew it, the sky had become dark – 
no moonligh, only the headlights of the cars 
lit the road.  Having Pearl in the car 
encouraged me to be mindful. 

 

NEXT CHALLENGE 

The B’s Brakes are pulling!  Be extra careful!! 

To Gettysburg June 17 

Dinner was in the valley town of 
Pennsylvania called Breezewood 
with Janet, Pearl, Elvin & Jean-
Paul.  This is an area not designed 
for high-speed traffic.  It was 
difficult traversing across the 
intersection from the gas station to 
the restaurant with those long-
hauler trucks driving downhill. 
I remember Elvin saying, “See that 
sign that reads restaurant?”  That’s 
where we are going. Just in case 
you get separated, but keep up. 
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The Joy of Driving. 

The road was slightly  curved and gently 
rolling.  One could drive this road with one 
hand on the wheel.  However it was not my 
car and I had a passenger, Pearl.  I used two 
hands on the steering wheel at all times on 
this segment of the drive.  The scoop was 
that we were still two hours from Gettysburg 
and it was early evening.  How much daylight 
did we have?  Uncertain, because we were 
further south, shorter daylight.  We were not 
going to tarry. 
 

As we drove along, I became convinced that 
this was not the road I was expecting.  On the 
one hand, I was grateful because I was 
concerned about the brakes, and mindful of 
getting the LE back to my sister in as close to 
the same condition as it was when she gave it 
to me to drive. 

 

It became darker sooner than I would have 
preferred.  We were already travelling with 
our lights on.  Only my enjoyment of Pearl’s 
company distracted me from the lack of 
driving challenges and views of the 
countryside.  The area appeared to be either 
dense with foliage that you could not see 
through, or green rolling mounds. We 
followed the main track of the road 
seemingly south and eastward.  The road 
would again become one lane each way and 
more countryside and Pearl’s humor. 

All of a sudden, we arrived in Gettysburg.  

I saw a sign that read Gettysburg Theatre 
and acknowledged we made it to 
Gettysburg.  Now, where was the hotel?  The 
area was not lighted as one would expect a 
resort to be at night.  My brother slowed 
down and turned right onto a darker street.  
Then right again, I saw the secondary host 
hotel, restaurants and a movie theatre.  My 
brother kept driving and then we turned left 
and as I rounded the corner, I saw the host 
hotel.  I was ready for bed. 

 

Paul’s car was on display in the lobby!  It was 
so beautiful to see it.  I saw old friends who 
wanted to chat.  It was truly a joy. 

 

MID-DAY 

 

MGs Parked 6 Rows Deep 
MGs parked in the exclusive parking lot for “MGs 
only” at the back of the host hotel.  There was a 
car wash area and NAMGBR’s host area that was 
tented and if you looked closely, there was 
something to drink.  I particularly remember 
looking for the Ohio Club - they usually have a 
large parking lot party every night of the 
gathering of MGs. 

MONDAY, June 18 DAY 1 

IIt was tooooo hot for me with the humidity factor!  I went to breakfast with Elvin and 
Janet.  When we arrived back to the hotel to register for the car show I was exhausted.  I 
parked the LE in the lot and went for a visit in the Registration Room.  I picked up my 
registration package and visited with friends in that room, then participated in the silent 
auction on three items.  I walked across the hall to pick up my event regalia purchases. 

I ventured into the Vendor room and saw Jan of Little British Car Company.   I talked to 
other vendors who had interesting parts and items for sale, and took lots of pictures of 
interesting gadgets for other members of the Southen Callifornia MG Club.  Then I saw 
it!  A blue breathable fabric shirt.  Wooo! Was it expensive!  I had a grand time shopping 
for items to auction off af my club’s future events.   

I decided that I needed to take a nap.  The moisture in the air was too much for me.  I 
slept through the day and missed Dinner. 
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Car Running Rough 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Tuesday, June 19,  

Day 2 

We had a late breakfast, and discussed that the LE was running rough, the tachometer   was 
visually annoying (moving like a metronome) and the horn did not work.  Elvin said that we 
should put the car in the Rolling Tech Session line when we return from breakfast.   

When we arrived, the line in the Tech Session was 8 cars long.  Time moved on as it became 
past noon.  It required Mr. Twist significant time to diagnose and adjust the engine issues that 
were presented to him.  It was way past lunch-time for him, surely he would take a break.  
Katie brought him a snack but he refused to eat it - he kept working on the cars.   

Finally, it became my turn.  I told Dave, his assistant what the problems were:  the car runs 
rough; the tachometer swing back and forth; and the horn does not work.  As Mr. Twist placed 
the towel on the left fender, he pushed on the fender and pronounced that the “shock” 
needed replacement.  He walked around and put the towel on the other side he pronounced 
that the right side “shock” needed replacement as well.  He then proceeded to look at the 
horn.  He said that it was likely a power issue in the horn.  He tested his theory.  You could 
barely hear the honk.  Then there was a big HONK.  Folks jumped back and we all laughed.  
The horn works.  He moved on to the SU’s.  He diagnosed that one SU was getting more air 
than the other.  Twist announced “move the rear carburetor down three flats; moved the jet 
down.”  Moving the front SU, “down one flat; adjusting the air flow.”  All the while he worked, 
you could hear the engine noise smoothing out to a purr with a slight rattle.  He then said he 
was “unable to stop the vibration of the engine.”  He asked if the car had overdrive.  I told him 
no.  Twist announces “that over time, this connection could cause a short.  Since there was a 
power issue, he determined that there was a wiring issue so he disconnected the overdrive 
connection.  The goal is to get the car back home to a mechanic.  When the engine was turned 
off, it turned off without the knocking and shaking like it used to do.   

Mr. Twist worked on the car for less than 15 minutes which was a short period of time 
compared to the other cars.  The men had a learning session as they discussed that this car 
had dual carburetors but originally had a single carburetor.  The gents discussed replacement 
of carburetors.  I drove the car out of the line.    

 

It was my birthday!! 
I went to dinner with the Windsor-Detroit MG 
Club and two vendors. It was a fine gathering of 
folks.  I talked to one of the vendors who told a 
story about his younger son who was 13 at the 
time; his intention was to have coffee and donuts 
for his customers. He told us he had the coffee 
but no time to pick up the donuts.  Upon arriving 
at the venue, he discovered that there was a 
donut vendor so he gave his son $15 dollars and 
told the son to get a dozen donuts.  The show 
had been open a long time, yet his son did not 
return.  Hours later that morning, the son 
showed up eating ice cream.  The vendor asked 
his son about the dozen donuts.  His son said he 
could not buy a dozen donuts because the 
vendor only sold donuts buy the “eaches.”  Kids, 
you gotta love ‘em! 

 

After the birthday 
singing we drove home in 
the rain.  It was raining 
badly, and I was having a 
problem braking.  Elvin 
said he would take a look 
in the morning.  I agreed 
nothing to be done in the 
rain. 
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After breakfast, Elvin drove the LE.  He 
concluded that the brakes needed to be 
checked.  He pulled the tire off and 
discovered that the rotor was scored!  I went 
to the vendor who had parts and purchased 
hoses, brake pads, and other associated 
parts.  Several drivers assisted him in 
adjusting the brakes.  When the task was 
done, Elvin drove the LE around the lot and 
parked the car.  The wheel was “smoking” 
and the smell!  While the guys waited for the 
wheel to cool off, it started to rain.  Needless 
to say, eventually the job was accomplished. 

,

 

 

 

 

Wednesday, June 20 Day 3 

 

It was after 2:00 p.m. when we decided to go to the 
Battlefield.  Elvin was given the tour of the Battlefield on 
CD.  We circled and circled the Battlefield trying to find 
spot number 1, but we kept finding spots 13-14.  Finally, 
we drove to the Visitors Center where we discovered 
that we arrived too late to get the bus tour.  So I spent 
time in the Visitor Center and shopping!  That 3-day 
battle was a battle defining who we are today. 
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The Brown LE is real.  This color was available in Great Britain and Canada. 
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The ladies from the Chicagoland Club with Zelda. 
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This car was a work in progress.  The surprise was:  They took first place on the Rallye Run.  They are members of the Windsor-Detroit MG Club. 
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Thursday, Awards Banquet 
June 21 DAY 4 

        

              

       

 AFTERMATH 

We made it back to Detroit taking the scenic route through Maryland and West Virginia to avoid the Pennsylvania Turnpike.  I spent Saturday with my 

mother and sisters.  I went to the church where I grew up in Detroit and saw old friends.  Elvin tinkered with his TVR and was able to get the TVR 

rolling.  While I was in church, Elvin drove the TVR to a car show in South Bend, Indiana.  Yes, he drove the TVR! He was able to drive the car because 

somehow the gears were working.  On the way back from South Bend, more than 200 miles from his house, the TVR broke down as he was exiting the 

toll booth at the Ohio Turnpike near Cleveland.  He had the car towed home.  On a lark, he pulled off the leather covering off the gear shift.  He 

discovered three screws were missing, and the fourth screw was loose!  After going to several stores he was able to locate the correct size screws.  

NOW the TVR shifts perfectly.   

 

The food was wonderful!   

This trip I noticed more drivers are women and 
at least 6 members younger than 30.   
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Some of the members who are users on the MG Experience website. 

 

                      

Peter Middler is a member of the 

Toronto, Ontario MG Club.  He has 

an MG that is identical to Elvin’s.    

His car is nicknamed “Evil Twin.” 

When the cars are displayed side 

by side, Peter’s MG always wins. 

Peter has been riding his 

motorized -bicycle on two 

continents for the Great Cycle 

Challenge. This charity supports 

research to end childhood cancer.  

His goal is to raise $2,500. As of 

this writing, he has raised $1.020.  

As of the writing, Peter is 

somewhere near Whitby,  

Australia. 

 

It is not far from Los Angeles to Gettysburg, 
only 2,599 miles as the crow flies.  

Detroit to Gettysburg is a mere 483 miles. 

Special thanks to the persons who read the beginning drafts this 
adventure:  Matt Dabney, Bill Willen, Jim Heaton, and Jackie Brion. 


